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By Elizabeth Cake

CICO Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Make Your Own Lampshades, Elizabeth
Cake, Add drama, warmth and fun to your lighting, with these original shades to make. Lighting is
one of the most important elements of a room's decorating scheme, yet many of us opt for a plain
fabric shade for that table lamp or pendant ceiling light. This fabulous new book from lampshade
designer Elizabeth Cake shows you how a beautiful and unique lampshade can completely
transform a room, with 35 wonderful projects for you to try. The first section explains in detail how
to make the four basic lampshade shapes: drum, bell, Tiffany-style, and cone. Then Textiles
includes ideas from fairy light shades made from vintage fabrics to a twisted ribbon drum shade
and covers a number of simple techniques such as applique, cross-stitch, patchwork, or simple
stitching. Paper, Card, and Wood includes simple designs using papier mache and origami, as well
as ideas for upcycling. Metal has easy but effective ideas such as hanging old keys from a bell frame,
as well as more challenging ones such as punching holes in copper sheeting to create an Art Deco
effect. Finally, Odds and Ends has quirky ways...
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ReviewsReviews

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.

It in a of my personal favorite ebook. It is probably the most awesome publication i have read through. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the
time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Juliet Kertzmann-- Juliet Kertzmann
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